The postglacial drainage of till plains and lake beds by perennial and intermittent streams in southeastern Michigan reveals local adjustments caused by human activity. The present drainage pattern reflects the construction and subsequent maintenance of the local road network. The impact of the road grid on the linear coastal drainage off the Port Huron Moraine's eastern flank was studied from Lexington Heights to Forester, Michigan. Borrow pits supplied the aggregate used to construct bridges and culverts. These facilities restrict flow and reduce transportation of sediment-laden runoff. This results in increased but localized sedimentation. The extension, maintenance, and use of road networks has artificially increased the drainage density of the region by creating additional avenues for surface flow. Road networks also truncate natural drainage channels, forcing the coalescence of the smaller order basins, thereby increasing downcutting and runoff in channels whose natural erosional development would have been much less. Channel reaches whose upland drainage has been pirated experience decreased runoff and exhibit less erosion. Such modern changes in drainage topology pose problems to the reconstruction of historical postglacial drainage patterns, since they result in greater stream drainage density.
The study region, commonly called the 'thumb area' (Figure 1) , covers the coastal drainage from Lexington Heights north to Forester, Michigan, a distance of 35 km. Local streams presently follow linear trajectories emptying directly into Lake Huron. In the past, however, streams reached lake level at positions both west and east of the modern Lake Huron shoreline. These positions correspond to the strandlines of the Warren, Elkton-Lundy, Algonquin, and Stanley shorelines [Bannister, 1977, pp. 45-47] . This region is generally representative of Michigan's morainal and coastal landscapes.
Streams, as defined in this study, include all permanent topographic channels which regularly carry water for part or all of the year. In this sense the streams discussed are both intermittent and perennial and include those ramifications, etched in agricultural fields, which from time to time may be cleaned or excavated by farmers and road maintenance crews. This definition is more comprehensive than others [see Folsom and Winters, 1970 The local topography is dominated by the Port Huron morainic system, illustrated in Figure I by the lower-density stippled pattern. Whereas the moraine forms a more or less continuous ridge, its surface is characterized by hummocky topography that fiattens southward. This less hummocky portion of the moraine was water laid [Eschman, 1978; Martin, 1955 The road grids were designed to be systematic, not to follow the character of the topography or drainage as did the Indian trails and primary rail routes. The result was that county roads often were designed to cross moraines and streams at seemingly illogical places. Even so, superposition of roads on the landscape required that roadbed design conform to local soil and drainage conditions. Early roads were characteristically rutty and muddy. While plank roads had served during the 1840's, more substantial beds were required in later years.
For roads in the study area, aggregate had to be carted in from local quarries, and the beds crowned above the level of the lake terraces. Local glacial deposits provided numerous gravel sources. 
